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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are an abundant class of endogenousw21-nucleotide (nt) RNAs. These small RNAs
are produced from long primary miRNA transcripts e pri-miRNAs e through sequential endonucleolytic
maturation steps that yield precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA) intermediates and then the mature miRNAs.
The mature miRNAs are loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC), and guide RISC to
target mRNAs for cleavage and/or translational repression. This paradigm, which represents one of major
discoveries of modern molecular biology, is built on the assumption that mature miRNAs are the only
species produced from miRNA genes that recognize targets. This assumption has guided the miRNA ﬁeld
for more than a decade and has led to our current understanding of the mechanisms of target recognition
and repression by miRNAs. Although progress has been made, fundamental questions remain unan-
swered with regard to the principles of target recognition and mechanisms of repression. Here I raise
questions about the assumption that mature miRNAs are the only target-recognizing species produced
from miRNA genes and discuss the consequences of working under an incomplete or incorrect
assumption. Moreover, I present evolution-based and experimental evidence that support the roles of
pri-/pre-miRNAs in target recognition and repression. Finally, I propose a conceptual framework that
integrates the functions of pri-/pre-miRNAs and mature miRNAs in target recognition and repression.
The integrated framework opens experimental enquiry and permits interpretation of fundamental
problems that have so far been precluded.
 2013 The Author. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. An unsolved puzzle: the target-recognizing RNA species
from miRNA genes
The assumption underlying all but a few miRNA studies to date
[1e3] is that mature miRNAs are the only target-recognizing RNA
species produced from miRNA genes [4e6]. This “ﬁrst principle” of
the miRNA ﬁled has guided research design and data interpretation
of the ﬁeld for more than a decade (for reviews, see Refs. [7e9]).
However, Nature presented us with an intriguing and deceiving
puzzle: The major RNA species made from amiRNA genee the pri-,
pre-, and mature miRNAs e each contain a region of identical
sequence (that of the mature miRNA), and, therefore, all have thetanford University School of
1667.
Masson SAS. Open access under CC Bpotential to interact with target mRNAs (Fig. 1). As all three forms
may be present in the same cells, it is intrinsically difﬁcult to
distinguish their physiological contributions to target recognition
and repression by either biochemical or genetic approaches. No
experiments have proven that mature miRNAs are the only target-
recognizing RNA species produced from miRNA genes and no
studies have deﬁnitively ruled out functions of pri-/pre-miRNAs in
target recognition and repression.
The above discussion immediately raises questions as to how
the ﬁrst principle of miRNA ﬁeld was established initially. To
answer these questions, one has to thoroughly review the emer-
gence and evolution of the miRNA ﬁeld and that of the parallel ﬁeld
RNA interference (RNAi) [4e6,10]. In this article I will review the
key evidence that, in my opinion, contributed to acceptance of
mature miRNAs as the sole functional RNA products of miRNA
genes. Moreover, I will discuss why existing studies fall short of
establishing that mature miRNA are the only target-recognizing
miRNA species and why it is essential to determine the roles of
pri-, pre-, and mature miRNA species in target recognition and
repression.Y-NC-ND license.
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Fig. 1. The puzzle: the target-recognizing species produced from miRNA genes? The
major RNA products of miRNA genes e pri-miRNA, pre-mRNA, and mature miRNA e all
contain the w21 nucleotides found in the mature miRNA, and, in principle, all can
interact with the target mRNAs. Genetic and biochemical analyses carried out so far do
not establish mature miRNAs as the only target-recognizing molecules made from a
miRNA gene or rule out a function for pri-/pre-miRNAs in target recognition. Thus, it is
still unknown to what extent pri-/pre-/mature miRNAs contribute the activity of
miRNA genes in vivo. Ignoring this puzzle will misdirect research as: (1) only partial
information will be used for target prediction; (2) targets will be sought with incorrect
RNA species as bait; (3) regulatory proteins will be assigned to incorrect pathways; and
(4) experimental design and interpretation will be biased.
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Fig. 2. Experiments that led to the canonical miRNA models and their limitations. (A)
Limitations of genetic deletion and mutation analyses for determination of the target-
recognizing RNAs made from a miRNA gene. (B) Transfected mature miRNA mimics are
not functionally equivalent to the endogenous miRNA gene products. (C) Both drosha-
and dicer-null cells have broad defects beyond those resulting from lack of production
of a single mature miRNA.
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species
Resolving the functions of miRNAs and their precursor species in
target recognition is a prerequisite for elucidating the mechanisms
and principles underlying target recognition and repression.
Without this knowledge, it is not possible to decipher the precise
information encoded in the miRNA genes that is utilized in target
recognition (Fig.1). For example, if mature miRNA is the sole target-
recognizing species, then only thew22 nucleotide linear sequence
of the mature miRNAs are utilized for target recognition. Thus, for
target identiﬁcation one would develop experimental approaches
to identify mRNAs that interact with mature miRNAs, and for target
prediction one would only use the nucleotide sequence within
mature miRNAs for computational analyses. In contrast, if pri- and/
or pre-miRNAs play roles in target recognition and repression,
these miRNA precursors should be used for experimental and
computational target identiﬁcation. Similarly, without deﬁnitive
knowledge about the target-recognizing miRNA species, it is not
possible to decipher the molecular and cellular pathways that are
integral to target recognition and repression. In particular, it would
cause confusion or controversies to try to ﬁt the molecular path-
ways that are important for pri- and/or pre-miRNA functions onto
the mature miRNAs [11e14]. Given the consequences, it is impor-
tant examine the evidence and arguments that led to prevailing
mature miRNA model.
1.2. Genetic analyses cannot discern the target-recognizing miRNA
species
Genetic analyses, which led to the discovery of miRNA genes
and subsequent functional characterization in animals, are notsufﬁcient to discern the functional contributions bymature and pri-
and/or pre-miRNAs in target recognition (Fig. 2A). Loss-of-function
analyses (i.e., deletion or mutation of miRNA genes) results in
simultaneous disappearance or alteration of all three miRNA spe-
cies e pri-, pre-, and mature miRNAs. Therefore, it is not possible to
attribute the phenotypes of such loss-of-function analyses to one of
the RNA species produced by a miRNA gene. Similarly, gain-of-
function analyses e as performed through expression of genes
encoding primary miRNAs e suffer the same limitations since all
three RNA species are produced. This argument was succinctly
presented in the original discoveries of the ﬁrst miRNA genee lin-4
[15]. At that time, the primary lin-4 transcripts had not been
C.-Z. Chen / Biochimie 95 (2013) 1663e1676 1665detected, and it was postulated that either precursor or mature lin-
4 miRNAs (referred to as lin-4L and lin-4S, respectively, in the
original paper) or both could be the functional lin-4 gene products.
The authors favored the hypothesis that the mature lin-4 miRNA
(lin-4S) played themajor role in base pairing with lin-14 target RNA,
since mature lin-4 miRNA is signiﬁcantly more abundant than
precursor lin-4miRNA (lin-4L) and because the secondary structure
of lin-4L might sequester bases required for interactions with the
target mRNA. Genetic studies of miRNA gene function in worms,
zebraﬁsh, and mammals have the same limitations (Fig. 2A).
Therefore, although genetic analyses have revealed diverse effects
of gain and loss of miRNA genes in normal and pathogenic animal
physiology, such analyses cannot discern the target-recognizing
miRNA species or be used to attribute these phenotypes to the
mature miRNAs only.
1.3. miRNA mimics cannot be used to preclude pri-/pre-miRNA
function in target recognition
The seminal discoveries in the ﬁelds of RNA interference [16]
and miRNAs might have propelled the convergences of the two
ﬁelds. RNAi was shown to be mediated by small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) ofw25 nt in plants [17] andw21 nt in animals [10,18,19],
which are remarkably similar to miRNAs [4e6,10,20]. Both siRNAs
and miRNAs are the products of a conserved ribonuclease III
enzyme Dicer [21,22] and are integral components of the RISC
[23,24]. Synthetic siRNA duplexes have been shown to function as
miRNAs in vitro and in vivo [20,25]. Thus, both siRNAs and miRNAs
function to guide RISCs to cognate mRNA targets and control their
expression, supporting that hypothesis that mature miRNAs are a
functional RNA species. However, it is not known whether trans-
fected mature miRNAs functionally mimic the endogenous miRNA
gene products in terms of degree of activity, mode of action, and
range of targets (Fig. 2B). Moreover, it is difﬁcult to compare the
in vivo biological activities of endogenous and transfected mature
miRNAs since effects of transfection are transient. Finally, most
importantly, transfection of miRNA mimics cannot rule out the
function of miRNA precursor species. Thus, miRNA mimics cannot
be used to establish that mature miRNAs are the only target-
recognizing miRNA genes or to rule out the functions of pri-/pre-
miRNAs in target recognition.
1.4. The limitations of dicer- or drosha-null cells in discerning the
physiological functions of precursor and mature miRNA species
Mature miRNAs are generated through stepwise processing of
miRNA precursors by the ribonuclease III enzymes Drosha in the
nucleus and Dicer in the cytosol [8]. Deletion of Drosha or Dicer in
cells blocks the processing of pri-miRNA and pre-miRNAs, respec-
tively, and causes defects in mature miRNA biogenesis. However,
Dicer and Drosha are known to have roles beyond those in mature
miRNA biogenesis. The Drosha complexes binds and processes
mRNAs, snoRNAs, and lincRNAs [27,28]. Dicer-1 plays an essential
role in RNA interference by generating siRNAs from foreign and
endogenous sources of double-stranded RNAs [21] and can also
fragment chromosomal DNA during apoptosis [29]. Furthermore,
these enzymes are responsible for the generation of hundreds of
mature miRNAs. Therefore, deletion of either Dicer or Drosha re-
sults in severe and pleiotropic defects that cannot be attributed to
the loss of a single mature miRNA. A number of studies have
demonstrated that transfected miRNA mimics may partially rescue
the defects caused by disruption miRNA biogenesis machinery,
including inhibition of Dicer or Drosha/GDCR8 expression [25,26].
Although these experiments indicate that transfected mature
miRNAs have some functional roles in the processes examined(Fig. 2B), they do not demonstrate that transfected miRNA mimics
are functionally equivalent to the endogenous mature miRNAs or
rule out the function of pri- and/or pre-miRNAs.
Moreover, the dicer or drosha-null cells are likely to have limited
uses in discerning the physiologic functions of pri-miRNAs or pre-
miRNAs. First, it is not known whether deletion of Drosha or
Dicer cause cellular defects that compromise the functions of pri-/
pre-miRNAs. Second, if pri- or pre-miRNAs have functions inde-
pendent of maturemiRNAs, disruption of maturemiRNA biogenesis
through deletion of dicer or drosha genes may affect the stability
and the concentration of pri- or pre-miRNAs and inﬂuence their
activities. Finally, pri- or pre-miRNA-mediated gene regulation may
be a multistep process and directly or indirectly require Dicer and/
or Drosha enzymes or their associated complexes (see Section 4,
[1e3]). Given the limitations, it is important to interpret the ob-
servations made using the dicer- or drosha-null cells with care.
In summary, the discovery of lin-4, let-7, and many other miR-
NAs helped to establish a general case for the presence of many
similar noncoding RNA genes in animal kingdoms that produce
small w22-nt miRNAs. However, the canonical miRNA model,
which was built on the original discovery of lin-4 and let-7 miRNA
genes in Caenorhabditis elegans [15,30], has clear limitations. An
inclusive framework is necessary to resolve the functional contri-
butions of the major RNA species produced frommiRNA genes and
to develop better computational and experimental approaches for
target identiﬁcation.
2. Lessons from bacterial antisense regulatory RNAs
Should we even consider that pri-/pre-miRNAs function in
target recognition and repression? Could the secondary structure of
pri-/pre-miRNAs sequester most of the complementary bases
complementary, rendering them inactive for basing pairing with
target mRNAs [15]? In this section, I will use bacteria antisense
regulatory and other examples from the RNA World to illustrate
how regulatory information encoded in RNA structures can be
directly translated into activities through interactions between
structured RNA molecules.
2.1. RNAs interact through structured motifs
Notably, most RNA molecules do not exist in linear forms. They
fold into secondary and tertiary structures under physiological con-
ditions independent of proteins or as integral components of ribo-
nucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (for reviews, see Refs. [31e34]). The
structural constraints on RNA sequence elementswithin these folded
RNAs or RNPs are essential for their activities in catalysis and mo-
lecular recognition, whereas the same linear RNA sequence elements
without structural constraints or with incorrect constraints are
generally ineffective. For example, complexes formed between two
tRNA anticodon loops are 100e10,000-fold more stable than those
formed between a linear RNA and tRNA loop [35]. The stacking of
bases surrounding the recognition sequences in these loops and the
constraints on the loop structures contribute to the higher stability of
complexes formed between structured RNAs than linear strands. It is
important to note that structure-based RNA:RNA interactions are not
only critical for tRNA anticodon interactions withmRNA [36], but are
also important for plasmid replication [37], transcription anti-
termination [38], dimerization of retroviral genomic RNA [39], and
recognition of splice junctions by small nuclear RNAs in the spli-
ceosome [40] to nameonly a fewof the biological functionsmediated
by structured RNAs. In short, regulatory RNAs generally utilize
structure-based interactions to recognize their targets and to control
diverse molecular processes such as replication, transcription,
translation, splicing, and DNA recombination. Various functions and
C.-Z. Chen / Biochimie 95 (2013) 1663e16761666mechanisms of antisense RNA regulation have been reviewed else-
where [31e34,41]. I will discuss a few well-established examples of
bacterial antisense RNAs to illustrate some of the general properties
of structured RNAs in gene regulation and their similarities to the
structured pri- and pre-miRNAs.
2.2. Control of plasmid copy numbers by antisense regulatory RNAs
Bacteria antisense RNAs provide the prototypic illustration of
gene regulation by structured antisense RNAs. The ﬁrst example of
antisense regulationwas discovered during the study of replication
control of plasmid ColE1 in Escherichia coli [31]. ColE1 and related
plasmids encode two noncoding RNAs, RNA I and RNA II. Tran-
scription and processing of RNA II generates the primers required
for the initiation of plasmid replication. RNA I, a partially over-
lapping antisense transcript of RNA II, negatively controls the
production of replication primers through direct interaction with
RNA II. Higher plasmid concentrations result in increased RNA I
synthesis which then prevents primer formation by RNA II and
inhibits replication. Both RNA I and RNA II form stemeloop struc-
tures with seven nucleotides in the loops and 5e20 base pairs inRNA I
RNA II
5’3’
5’ 3’
RNA II
5’
RNA I
3’
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Fig. 3. Bacteria antisense regulatory RNAs. (A) Both RNA I and RNA II form stem-loop stru
mation of the kissing complexes induces more extended base pairing between the two perfe
RNA I, RNA II, and the fully formed duplexes are substrates of RNase III, which has an ev
formation of RNA I and RNA II complexes. (B) Control of R1 plasmid copy number of the Inc
protein, which is required for R1 replication. Binding of antisense RNA CopA with its targe
formation of double-stranded RNA and blocks RepA translation. Cop A, CopT, and their duple
expression of IS10-encoded transposase (RNA-IN), which is in part regulated by the antisens
at the 50 end of RNA-IN. The initial recognition of RNA-IN by RNA-OUT is mediated by three
fully paired duplexed complex that are degraded by RNase III.the stems (Fig. 3A). The base pairing between RNA I and II is initi-
ated by a transient and reversible interaction, dubbed a “kissing”
interaction, between complementary nucleotides of the three
stemeloops of RNA I and RNA II [42]. The kissing of the loop regions
brings the two antisense RNAs together and promotes the forma-
tion of thermodynamically stable complexes by propagating base
pairing and formation of full duplexes. Biochemical evidence in-
dicates that the rate-limiting step in forming the stable complexes
is the kissing step [43]. Both nucleotide sequences within the loops
and their structural constraints impact the association rates and the
stabilities of resultant complexes. Notably, the RNA I modulator
Rom, a 63 amino acid protein, binds to the RNA I/RNA II complex
and decreases the dissociation rate by over 100-fold [44]. The ef-
ﬁciency of ColE1 replication correlates well with the association
rates of the complexes as well as rates of synthesis and the con-
centrations of RNA I, RNA II, and Rom [45]. Plasmid copy number
has an inverse correlationwith the association rates of RNA I and II.
Nucleotide changes in the stemeloops of RNA I also affect plasmid
concentration and incompatibility [46,47], both the activity and
speciﬁcity of the RNA I are determined by the loop sequences and
the stemeloop structures of the RNA.Full
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ctures and their interaction is controlled by formation of “kissing” intermediates. For-
ctly matched antisense RNAs through a multi-step process that results in long duplexes.
olutionarily conserved role in processing double-stranded RNAs. Rom potentiates the
FII family is in part mediated through the antisense regulation of the synthesis of RepA
t CopT (RepA mRNA), which is controlled by kissing complex formation, results in the
xes are sensitive to RNase III. (C) The frequency of IS10 transposition is controlled by the
e RNA-OUT. RNA-OUT forms a stem-loop structure and interacts with the linear region
nucleotides of RNA-OUT (highlighted in green circles) and leads to the formation of a
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RNAs in bacteria. Binding of antisense RNAs can also inhibit
translation by inducing premature transcription termination of the
target mRNA, rendering the target susceptible to digestion by
RNase III or other ribonucleases, or by blocking the ribosomal
binding site and/or the initiation codon (see reviews [31e33,48]).
For example, the synthesis of the RepA protein from the R1 plasmid
is inhibited by the binding of antisense RNA CopA with its target
CopT [41,49,50], resulting in the formation of double-stranded RNA
that is sensitive to RNase III cleavage (Fig. 3B). Moreover, antisense
inhibition of translation plays critical roles in controlling the
transposition of Insertion Sequence 10 (IS10) [32]. Speciﬁcally, IS10
encodes antisense RNA-OUT that is complementary to the 35 nu-
cleotides at the 50 end of the transposase mRNA, RNA-IN. The
interaction of RNA-OUT with RNA-IN blocks access to the start
codon and ribosome-binding site and inhibits the translation of
transposase (Fig. 3C). In both cases, complex formation between
the antisense RNAs and their regulatory targets is initiated by the
kissing between the antisense stemeloop and the complementary
structured RNA target (i.e. CopT) or linear RNA target (RNA-IN).
Again, both the nucleotides within these loops and their structural
constraints are critical for this antisense-mediated regulation and
the antisense RNA and target complexes are substrates of RNase III
enzymes in vivo.
Finally, chromosomally encoded antisense RNAs, which have
partial complementarity to their target RNAs, control gene
expression by the formation of short and/or imperfect duplexes
[51]. Among these is an oxidative stress induced non-coding RNA,
OxyS, which helps protect bacterial cells against DNA damage by
targeting fhlA mRNA through a formation of a kissing complex in-
termediate facilitated by the Hfq protein [3,52e55]. Generally, the
interactions of target mRNAs and bacterial regulatory RNAs,
whether they have perfect or imperfect antisense matches to their
cognate target mRNAs, are mediated by stemeloop motifs and
formation of kissing complexes [34].
2.3. Insights from bacteria antisense regulatory RNAs
These examples illustrate that antisense regulatory RNAs are
utilized to measure and adjust the cellular concentrations of DNA,
RNA, and protein. The modes of action by these naturally occurring
antisense RNAs illustrate the evolutionarily conserved principles of
gene regulation that may be applicable to regulatory RNAs in other
branches of life. The principles underlying effective antisense
regulation learned from the bacteria antisense RNAs were thor-
oughly described in excellent review articles by Wagner et al. [56]
and Brunel et al. [33]. Here I emphasize on one of the fascinating
features of bacterial antisense regulatory RNAs; that is, they
invariably fold into structures with characteristic stemeloops that
are critical for their function. Moreover, despite the extensive base
pairing potential between the antisense RNAs and their targets, all
characterized examples indicate that a few structurally constrained
nucleotides within stemeloops dictate the initial interactions be-
tween antisense regulatory RNAs and their targets. These examples
illustrate an ancient mechanism through which the regulatory in-
formation encoded in structured antisense RNAs can be directly
translated into function through interactions with their regulatory
targets. These examples from the RNA World lend support to the
notion that structured pri-/pre-miRNAs interact with target
mRNAs.
Why has evolution selected structured RNA motifs rather than
the linear antisense nucleotides to control the interaction between
antisense regulatory RNAs and their cognate targets? What are the
advantages of structure-based RNA interactions over the in-
teractions completely based on linear sequences? One possibleanswer is that structured antisense RNAs provide mechanisms that
control the speciﬁcity of interactions that are not available through
the simple linear RNA sequence [31,57]. First, structure apparently
prevents non-speciﬁc linear interactions between antisense RNAs.
Direct interaction between long linear antisense RNAs has the
tendency to form strong but non-speciﬁc interactions since relative
short RNA duplexes can be very stable and tolerate bulges and gaps.
These non-speciﬁc complexes, once formed, are difﬁcult to read-
just. Folding of RNA into thermodynamically stable secondary and
tertiary structures can prevent such non-speciﬁc linear in-
teractions. Moreover, the formation of initially transient and un-
stable kissing complexes between the antisense RNAs serves as a
scanning mechanism to facilitate the antisense regulatory RNAs to
ﬁnd the correct binding sites and to promote the formation of
stable and extended duplexes. Importantly, minor changes in loop
nucleotides or the structural constraints (e.g., changes in the
identity of loop nucleotides or alteration of the stacking of loop
nucleotides by changes in loop size or stem base pairs) inﬂuence
the speciﬁcities and rates of kissing complex formation and have
drastic effects on target recognition by the structured antisense
RNAs. Thus, the kissing mechanism provides unprecedented spec-
iﬁcity control in target recognition and allows target speciﬁcities to
evolve through modiﬁcation of stemeloop sequence and structure.
Finally, cellular proteins, like ribonucleases such as RNase III and
Hfq, may recognize antisense RNA, target RNA, and their com-
plexes, thereby controlling their stability and the activity of anti-
sense RNAs. For example, Spot 42, an Hfq-binding bacteria small
RNA, can regulate large number of targets through coordinated
recognition by the antisense RNA and Hfq protein [58]. Target
structure can affect antisense and/or Hfq recognition of the cognate
targets, thereby inﬂuencing outcomes of the regulation. In sum-
mary, as illustrated by target recognition by the RNA I, CopA, RNA-
IN, tRNA, and examples discussed elsewhere, structured RNAs offer
precise control of the sensitivity, strength, and speciﬁcity of
RNA:RNA interactions that are not available from simple linear RNA
interactions. Thus, the intrinsic properties of a large RNA molecule
to form secondary and tertiary structure provide many advantages
for target recognition by antisense RNAs [31e34].
3. An integrated framework of regulatory controls by miRNA
gene products
The above discussion illustrates that it is the intrinsic properties
of RNA molecules to encode regulatory information in their sec-
ondary and tertiary structures, and such information can be directly
interpreted in gene regulation through RNA:RNA interaction as
exempliﬁed by the bacteria antisense regulatory RNAs. Intuitively,
structured pri-/pre-miRNAs have the same potential to interact
with target mRNAs, and it seems logic that evolution would utilize
the intrinsic properties encoded in the structures as well as the
sequences of miRNA precursors. Thus, it is logical to develop an
inclusive framework that considers the potential of pri- and pre-
miRNAs, as well as mature miRNAs, to function in target recogni-
tion and repression. Such a framework will allow experimental
design, interpretations, and discussions that are balanced and
inclusive.
3.1. Basic assumptions for the integrated framework
Here I outline a list of basic assumptions that I believe should
serve as basis for the integrated and inclusive framework of target
recognition and repression by the major RNA species produced
from miRNA genes. Clearly outlined assumptions provide initial
bases for further modifying and testing models derived from the
framework.
C.-Z. Chen / Biochimie 95 (2013) 1663e16761668a) The major products of an miRNA gene e pri-, pre-, and/or
mature miRNAs e all have potential in target recognition and
repression. Even if there was a gene for which the mature
miRNA was shown to be the sole target-recognizing species,
this ﬁnding could not be generalized to all miRNA genes.
b) miRNA genes encode long primary transcripts that fold into
structured RNAs containing stemeloop motifs. Structured pri-
miRNAs and pre-miRNAs contain regulatory information not
only in their primary sequences but also in their secondary and
tertiary structural and sequence elements. These elements,
absent from the mature miRNAs, are present in pri- and pre-
mRNAs and can be used in target recognition and repression,
as they are in bacterial antisense RNAs.
c) Structured pri- and/or pre-miRNAs have the potential to
interact with either linear or structured target RNAs. As illus-
trated by bacteria antisense RNAs, the interaction between
structured pri-/pre-miRNAs and their target RNAs can be
controlled by structural and sequence motifs, such as loopStructured
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C.-Z. Chen / Biochimie 95 (2013) 1663e1676 1669the potential to interact with target miRNAs. This framework con-
sists of six possible models of gene regulation (AeF) and considers
the possible relationships among variousmiRNA gene products and
their fates. Model A is the canonical miRNA model that depicts the
mature miRNAs as the sole functional species in target recognition
and repression. Model B is pri-miRNA-mediated target recognition
and repression. In this model, pri-miRNAs directly bind to target
mRNAs and mediate gene repression and do so independently of
the canonical mature miRNA pathways. Model C describes coordi-
nated target recognition and control of mature miRNA processing
by pri-miRNAs. Under such a scenario, pri-miRNAs directly form
complexes with target mRNAs, and pri-mRNAs are then processed
into mature miRNAs by the canonical miRNA biogenesis machinery
or other unknown ribonucleases. Many mature miRNA genes are
produced at low copies in cells but are functional [59]. It is unclear
how these low abundance mature miRNAs ﬁnd their targets
amongst abundant putative ones. In this model, the pri-miRNA and
target interaction may help to guide low abundance mature miR-
NAs to selected targets. Model D is pre-miRNA-mediated target
recognition and repression. In this mode, processed pre-miRNAs
directly form complexes with target mRNAs, which are then pro-
cessed by unknown ribonucleases independently of the canonical
mature miRNA pathways. Model E is coordinated target recognition
and control of mature miRNA processing by pre-miRNAs. In this
mode, processed pre-miRNAs directly form complexes with target
mRNAs, and pre-miRNAs are then processed by the canonical
miRNA biogenesis machinery into mature miRNAs. Of note, pre-
miRNAs, which form relatively simple stemeloop structures, may
have weaker structural constraints than the unprocessed pri-
miRNAs and more readily form duplexes with target RNAs. How-
ever, as illustrated by bacteria antisense regulatory RNAs, formation
of fully duplexed complexes between antisense RNAs and their
targets are not necessarily required for their regulatory functions.
Thus, both pri- and pre-miRNA may regulate gene expression.
Finally, model F depicts the turnover of non-functional pri-miRNAs.
Under such a scenario, pri-miRNAs may be cleaved into non-
functional mature miRNA products by the canonical miRNA
biogenesis machinery or by other ribonucleases.
3.3. The relationships among the models
One of the most important distinctions among these models is
how regulatory information encoded in the structured pri-miRNAs
is translated into activity in target recognition and repression
(Fig. 4). In model A, protein factors are evolved to interpret the in-
formation encoded in the structural and sequence elements of in-
dividual pri-miRNAs and translate it into activity through effects on
biogenesis of mature miRNAs. In contrast, in models B, C, D, and E,
the information encoded in the structured pri- and/or pre-miRNAs
is directly translated into activity through interactions between
structured RNAs. Model A is thus evolutionarily more costly since it
requires active blockage of the use of intrinsic potential of struc-
tured RNAs to interact with other RNAs. Clearly, these distinctions
determine the nucleotides and structural elements that should be
utilized in experimental target identiﬁcation and target prediction.
These models are not mutually exclusive and likely to have
intricate relationships. For example, model F may have regulatory
function by inﬂuencing the available functional species described
in other models. Similarly, blocking pri-/pre-miRNAs from entering
regulatory pathways may increase the fraction of pri-miRNAs that
are non-productively processed in model F. Conversely, an increase
in the rate of non-productive processing of pri-miRNAs in model F
may reduce the availability of functional pri-/pre-miRNAs for target
recognition and for functional mature miRNA biogenesis described
in other models (AeE).Importantly, onemodel does not have to ﬁt all miRNA genes. It is
possible that different pri-/pre-miRNAs may use distinct models of
regulation and that the same pri-/pre-miRNAs may also operate
through more than one mode of regulation for different targets.
Speciﬁcally, one target mRNA may be regulated by the mature
miRNA, whereas another may be regulated by the pri-miRNA/pre-
miRNA encoded by the same gene. Finally, all models of regula-
tion can be subjected to interference by proteins evolved to control
critical regulatory steps. For example, inhibition of biogenesis of a
mature miRNA would affect the fraction of pri-miRNAs that func-
tion through other models. In fact, protein factors that inhibit
miRNA gene activities may do so by modulating mature miRNA
biogenesis through interaction with pri-miRNAs or by blocking
pri-/pre-miRNA:target interaction, thus there are alternative in-
terpretations for some well-known observations if one considers a
more inclusive framework [60e64].
4. Evidence in support of pri-/pre-miRNA function in target
recognition and repression
The above analyses illustrate the complexity and challenge to
solve the puzzle of which miRNA species play roles in target
recognition and to what extent. However, with the proposed
framework (Fig. 4), many important questions, testable hypotheses,
and experimental solution are immediately apparent. In fact, many
published studies have revealed curious results that beg for alter-
native explanations. Gatﬁeld and colleagues showed that pri-miR-
122 expression, which is regulated by circadian rhythm in mice,
correlates with the changes in target expression, whereas mature
miR-122 expression, which is not regulated by circadian rhythm
and has a half-life longer than 24 h, does not correlate with the
changes in target expression [65]. It has also been demonstrated
that miRNAs encoded bymembers of the same family of genes have
different biological activities [1,66], and that mature miRNAs made
from artiﬁcial precursors are not functionally equivalent to the
products of wild-type miRNA genes [67]. Mechanisms of miRNA-
mediated translational repression are determined by the nuclear
history of mRNA targets [68]. TRIM-NHL protein, NHL2, modulates
the activity of let-7 miRNA genes without inﬂuencing mature
miRNA levels [69]. Surprisingly, over 90% of mature miRNAs in
mammalian cells are not in the RISCs; there is not enough Ago
proteins to bind all available miRNAs [70]. Last but not the least, not
only mature miRNAs but also pre-miRNAs and pri-miRNAs are
found in RISC [71,72]. Collectively, all these ﬁndings require in-
terpretations outside the canonical mature miRNA framework.
4.1. Evidence from the evolution of miRNA family genes
Dissecting the structural and sequence elements critical for the
function ofmiRNA gene products can shed insight into the functions
of each miRNA species without presumptions about the mecha-
nisms of action by miRNA gene products. Interestingly, Nature has
done the experiments for us through evolution. miRNA genes are
often found as large families that encode highly homologous
mature miRNAs but divergent pri-/pre-miRNA sequences. For
example, there are eleven let-7 miRNA genes that produce almost
identical mature let-7miRNAs in the human genome (Fig. 5AeC). All
let-7 mature miRNAs have identical seed nucleotides (2e7 nucle-
otides of the 50 ends of mature miRNAs) and have one to three
nucleotide variations outside of the seed regions. let-7a-1, let-7a-2,
and let-7a-3 produce identical mature let-7a, and let-7f-1 and let-7f-
2 produce identical mature let-7f. However, the structures and se-
quences of the pri-/pre-miRNA stemeloop regions and precursor-
ﬂanking arms are signiﬁcantly different. The evolution of miRNA
genes through variations in their stemeloop regions is reminiscent
Fig. 5. The let-7 family genes and their overlapping mature miRNA expression patterns in mouse tissue and sorted hematopoietic cell types. (A) Schematics of the human let-7 gene
family. (B) Secondary structure of human let-7 precursor miRNAs. (C) Alignment of human let-7 mature miRNAs. (D) The abundance of mature let-7 miRNA in mouse tissues and
sorted hematopoietic cell types determined by analyzing RNA-seq results. Reads per million of speciﬁc mature let-7 miRNA species are shown.
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the plasmid copy numbers in bacteria (Figs. 3 and 5B). As I have
illustrated, a few nucleotide differences in loop nucleotides or
structural constraints can signiﬁcantly alter activity and speciﬁcity
of particular bacterial antisense RNAs even when perfect (or near
perfect) matches to their target RNAs are retained (see Section 3).
This remarkable parallel between the evolution of pri-miRNAs and
bacterial antisense RNAs suggests that miRNA genes of the same
family may have distinct biological activities under in vivo physio-
logical conditions. Since each miRNA can regulate a large number of
targets, the likely scenario is that miRNA genes producing identical
mature miRNAs exert their distinct activities through regulating
partially overlapping sets of target mRNAs that are determined by
their differences in their pri-/pre-miRNAs.
One might argue that the duplication and diversiﬁcation of
miRNA genes have generated complex mature miRNA expression
patterns through transcriptional and post-transcriptional regula-
tion. However, members of the let-7 family miRNAs are often co-expressed in the same tissues and cell types [73], suggesting that
diversiﬁcation of expression patterns is not the sole purpose of such
duplication (Fig. 5D). A number of studies have shown that protein
factors bind to the loop nucleotides of pri-/pre-miRNAs, and some
these factors control the biogenesis of mature miRNAs in some cell
lines [74]. However, in the inclusive framework, these observations
can also be explained by the pri-/pre-miRNAs function in target
regulation (Fig. 4, models B, C, D, E). These proteins may block the
interactions between pri-/pre-miRNAs and their target RNAs by
masking the recognition motifs, such as the loop sequences. Un-
used pri-/pre-miRNAs may be then subjected to non-productive
turnover (Fig. 4, models F and others). It is also conceivable that
some proteins may have evolved to potentiate interactions be-
tween pri-/pre-miRNAs and mRNAs by stabilizing these complexes.
If one considers that only mature miRNA are functional, it means
that evolution must purposefully reject the use of structured RNAs
as regulatory molecules and develop a system to actively prevent
the interaction between structured miRNA precursors and their
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evolutionary choice are unclear. Collectively, given that it is the
intrinsic molecular property of RNA to form structures that mediate
interactions with RNAs and other biological molecules, it is
reasonable to propose that structural properties of pri-/pre-miRNAs
are used for target recognition and repression.
4.2. Loop nucleotides control the distinct activities of miRNA genes
Do miRNA genes that produce identical or nearly identical miR-
NAs but different loop nucleotides have the same biological activ-
ities? If pri-miRNAs/pre-miRNAs work through models BeE (Fig. 4),
then pri-/pre-miRNAs that encode identical maturemiRNAs but that
have distinct structures and sequence motifs (i.e., stemeloops and
ﬂanking sequences) may have different biological activities. The
members of the miR-181 family of genes produce four nearlyFig. 6. The miRNA family genes and their differential function controlled by their unique loo
miR-181 precursor miRNAs. (C) Alignment of miR-181a mature miRNAs. (D) The abundanc
analyzing RNA-seq results. Reads per million of speciﬁc mature let-7 miRNA species are show
and mir-181c. Schematics depicting various mir-181a-1 and mir-181c domain-swapping mut
independent T cell assays (each with 12 independent replicates for a total of 36e84 replicate
by ManneWhitney rank sum tests (compared to the negative control vector, red, *p < 0.00identical mature miRNAs e miR-181a, miR-181b, miR-181c, and
miR-181de from three polycistronicmiRNA genesemir-181a-1/b-1,
mir-181a-2/b-2, andmir-181c/d (Fig. 6AeC). ThemiR-181miRNAs are
co-expressed by many T cell types (Fig. 6D), albeit at varied levels
[73]. We asked whether mir-181a-1 and mir-181c, which produce
mature miRNAs with only a single nucleotide difference in the
center of mature miRNAs, have distinct functions in early T cell
development [1]. We showed that ectopic expression of mir-181a-1
potentiates the generation of CD4 andCD8double-positive (DP) cells
in an in vitro culture assay (Fig. 6E). Interestingly,mir-181a-1, but not
mir-181c, can promote DP T cell development when ectopically
expressed in thymic progenitor cells. Importantly, the distinct ac-
tivities of mir-181a-1 and mir-181c are largely determined by their
unique pre-miRNA loop nucleotides e not by the single nucleotide
differences in their mature miRNA sequences. Moreover, the effects
of mir-181a-1 on DP cell development are quantitatively inﬂuencedp sequences. (A) Schematics of mouse miR-181 gene family. (B) Secondary structure of
e of mature miR-181 miRNA in T helper cell types, Th1, Th2, and Th17, determined by
n. (E) The pri-/pre-miRNA loop nucleotides control the distinct activities of mir-181a-1
ants and their effects on DP cell development [1]. Normalized data from three to seven
s) were pooled and graphed in the distribution box plots. Signiﬁcance was determined
01; compared to the mir-181a-1 positive control, black, *p < 0.0001).
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gion; both the strength and the functional speciﬁcity of miR-181
genes depend on the pri-/pre-miRNA loop sequences [1]. Muta-
tions in the pre-miRNA loop regions affect pre-miRNA and mature
miRNA processing, but we found no consistent correlation between
the levels of mature miRNAs and the activities of the mir-181a-1/c
genes with loop nucleotide mutations. These results demonstrate
that miRNA genes producing identical or nearly identical mature
miRNAs have distinct biological activities resulting from distinct
pri-/pre-miRNA loop sequences, supporting the hypothesis that
miRNA genes likely evolved to achieve different activities via alter-
ations in their pri-/pre-miRNA loop sequences without altering
mature miRNA sequences.
The relationships between mature miRNA levels and activities
are not the same for the each of the models shown in Fig. 4. For the
canonicalmodel A, miRNA genes encoding identicalmaturemiRNAs
should have the same activity when these mature miRNAs are co-
expressed in the same cells. Thus, the distinct activities of miRNA
family genes can be only explained by differential mature miRNA
biogenesis. In contrast, in models B, C, D, and E, miRNA genes
encoding identical mature miRNAs can have different activities
even when the mature miRNAs are co-expressed in the same cells.
Moreover, mature miRNA levels and activities should correlate for
models C and E but should not necessary correlate for models B and
D. Since a signiﬁcant fraction of mature miRNAs is not associated
with RISC [70], pri-/pre-miRNAs that are not being used for regu-
lation may be degraded by RNase III enzymes into small w22-nt
RNAs as suggested by model F. If a large fraction of pri-/pre-miR-
NAs is processed into non-functional miRNAs, these non-functional
mature miRNAs may obscure the true correlation between mature
miRNA levels and activities. Therefore, cautions must be taken to
use the relationship between mature miRNA levels and activities to
extrapolate the potential functional species of miRNA genes.
The interpretation of our mir-181 gene ﬁndings clearly depends
on the model one adopts. If one assumes that only model A is
correct, one has to assume that loop mutations cause differential
loading of mature miRNAs onto RISC or that these mutations alter
rates of processing and therefore activity; these assumptions are
difﬁcult if not impossible to test experimentally. If one is open to
other models, these results suggest that either pri-miRNAs or pre-
miRNAs have direct roles in target recognition and repression and
loop nucleotides control or modulate these interactions [2,3]. Since
swapping pre-miRNAs or loop regions between mir-181a-1 and
mir-181c does not fully exchange activity, it is likely that pri-
miRNAs contain all elements required for the target regulation
and therefore are functional. Our results demonstrate that loop
nucleotides play critical roles in controlling activities of pri-/pre-
miRNAs, as stemeloops would do in controlling the activity of
bacterial antisense RNAs, lending strong experimental support to
the remarkable parallels between pri-/pre-miRNAs and bacteria
antisense RNAs [1].
Is this phenomenon speciﬁc to mir-181a-1 and mir-181c during
early T cell development? Recently, through loss of function ana-
lyses, we demonstrated that deletion ofmir-181a-1/b-1, but notmir-
181-c/d or mir-181a-2/b-2, selectively inhibits tumor trans-
formation induced by Notch oncogenes [66]. Moreover, deletion of
mir-181a-2/b-2, but not andmir-181a-1/b-1 andmir-181-c/d, affects
the rate of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) self-renewal despite the fact
that all three alleles are expressed in ESCs (Arnold et al., unpub-
lished observations). It is important to note thatmir-181a-2/b-2 and
mir-181a-1/b-1 produce identical mature miR-181a and miR-181b.
Finally, loop nucleotides also play critical roles in controlling
target repression by let-7 miRNA genes [2,3]. Thus, target recog-
nition by the structured pri-/pre-miRNA species may be utilized as
a mechanism in target recognition by many miRNA genes.These ﬁndings demonstrate that miRNA genes encoding iden-
tical or nearly identical mature miRNAs can have distinct biological
activities despite their overlapping mature miRNA expression pat-
terns and that their differential effects are independent of their
mature miRNA levels. It is possible to use similar biologically
relevant systems to dissect differential effects of the miRNA gene
family members on mRNA and protein expression at global levels.
One may be able to identify a distinct set or a partially overlapping
set of targets that are controlled by miRNA genes that produce
identical and or nearly identical mature miRNAs under physiolog-
ically relevant settings. Identiﬁcation of distinct target sets that are
determined by pri-miRNAs would further support the role of pri-/
pre-miRNAs in target recognition. With the identiﬁcation of such
targets, it would be possible to further investigate whether pri-
miRNA loops play direct roles in base-pairing recognition of
cognate targets.
4.3. Independent function of pri-miRNAs in target recognition and
repression
Is there a way to dissect the functions of pri-miRNAs (or pre-
miRNAs) in target recognition and repression independent of
mature and pre-miRNA? In my opinion, it is critical to develop a
system to examine the function of pri-miRNAs under normal
cellular conditions and without the complications of dicer and
drosha null cells. To this end, we have fortuitously discovered a
condition that generates pri-miRNAs but not functional pre-miRNAs
and mature miRNAs [2]. When we expressed C. elegans let-7 gene
(cel-let-7) in human cells, we found that cel-let-7, which is capable
of repressing the expression of luciferase reporters with the lin-41
target 30 UTR, produces pre- andmature let-7 miRNAs that lack two
nucleotides on the 50 ends (Fig. 7A and B). These pre- and mature
let-7miRNAsmissing the ﬁrst seed nucleotides are not functional in
target repression. Moreover, despite that primary cel-let-7 is capable
of target repression in the absence of functional pre- and mature
let-7, its activity is dependent on the ﬁrst seed nucleotide that
presents in primary cel-let-7 but is missing in pre- and mature let-7
(Fig. 7C). Moreover, we showed that cel-let-7 pri-miRNAs form
complexeswith targetmRNAs containing the lin-4130 UTR in vitro in
the absence of RISC or any other proteins and in vivo. Importantly,
complex formation between pri-cel-let-7 and lin-41 30 UTR is
controlled by the seed and loop nucleotides and the ability of these
mutant forms of these two RNAs to form complexes correlates with
the extent target repression, indicating a direct role of pri-let-7a
loop in the formation of pri-miRNA:target complexes. However,
whether pri-let-7a forms complexes with its target mRNA through
kissing-loop intermediates that resemble those of bacteria anti-
sense RNAs remains to be established. Finally, we showed that
human let-7a-3 pri-miRNA also forms complexes with target
mRNAs. Together, these results provided strong evidence that pri-
mary miRNAs can have direct roles in target recognition and
repression. Our ﬁndings suggest that the ancient mechanisms
bacteria antisense RNA inherited from the RNAWorld are alive and
well for the miRNA genes, and that the regulatory information
encoded in the structural and sequence elements of pri-miRNAs can
be directly translated into activities in target recognition and
repression through interactions with their target mRNAs.
Could it be possible that, if mature miRNAs were properly
generated, primary miRNAs would not be needed and the function
of miRNA genes will then be entirely executed by mature miRNAs?
To this end, we showed that modulating pri-let-7 loop nucleotides
restored the two missing nucleotides at the 50 end of mature and
pre-let-7 and signiﬁcantly increased the activity of cel-let-7 gene
[3]. We found that human let-7a-3 pri-miRNAs formed complexes
with target mRNAs even in the presence of full-length and
Fig. 7. Target recognition and repression by pri-miRNAs in the absence of functional mature miRNAs. (A) The 50 ends of pre-let-7 and mature let-7 made in C. elegans. (B) The pre-
let-7 and mature let-7 made in BOSC 23 cells, a derivative of primary embryonic human kidney 293 cells, lack two nucleotides at their 50 ends including the ﬁrst seed nucleotide of
let-7 miRNA. (C) Function of cel-let-7mutants in target recognition and repression in the presence of truncated and non-functional mature let-7 miRNAs. The tables summarize the
ability of the cel-let-7 mutants to produce functional mature miRNAs, form pri-let-7 and target complexes, and suppress luciferase target reporters [2,3].
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presence of full-length mature let-7, cel-let-7 pri-miRNA still forms
complexes with target mRNAs. Interestingly, pri- and mature
miRNA contributions to target repression could be distinguished by
the differential sensitivity to the paring to the ﬁrst seed nucleotide
[3]. We noted that some of the null-loop mutants described in the
Trujillo study (e.g., LP-C, Fig. 7C) rescue the n2853 temperature
sensitive let-7 mutant (Trujillo & Chen, unpublished observation,
and Zhang and Fire, personal communication). It is necessary to
further dissect the function of endogenous pri-miRNAs in target
recognition and repression in the presence of mature miRNAs; this
may be facilitated by identiﬁcation of processing enzymes and
other regulatory proteins.
5. Questions and testable hypotheses
The studies described above strongly support the hypothesis
that pri-miRNAs (and/or pre-miRNAs) play direct roles in target
recognition and repression. However, it remains challenging to
determine to what extent mature and pri-/pre-miRNA species
contribute to gene repression under physiological conditions. It is
also difﬁcult to determine whether pri-, pre-, and mature miRNAs
function independently or coordinately if multiple species are
important. The integrated models presented here (Fig. 4) provide a
framework for experimental design and interpretation that may be
key to resolve the puzzle of functional miRNA species (Fig. 1). Here I
will brieﬂy discuss a few questions suggested by themodels (Fig. 4).
5.1. Branches in miRNA biogenesis pathway
The existence of branches in themiRNA biogenesis pathway [74]
are consistent with the framework proposed (Fig. 4). For example, anumber of proteins, including KSSRP, Lin-28, and HRNAP A1,
have been shown to bind to selected sets of pri-miRNAs or pre-
miRNAs and divert them away from the canonical miRNA biogen-
esis [60e64]. These pri-miRNAs and pre-miRNAs are presumably
directed into degradation pathways, though their exact fates
remain unclear. It is important to note that the effects of these
proteins on the activities of miRNA genes can be explained by their
ability to reduce the availability of structured pri-/pre-miRNAs for
target recognition (models BeE). Branches may also exist in other
steps of miRNA biogenesis. In an elegant recent study, Janas and
colleagues showed that only w10% mature miRNAs are actually
associated with Ago proteins in HeLa cells, demonstrating for the
ﬁrst time that most cellular mature miRNAs are not in a RISC. This
observation revealed an unexpected branch in mature miRNA
biogenesis in vivo [70], suggesting a cautionary note for direct
extrapolation of in vitro data to in vivomechanisms. Also important
to note, mature miRNAs may be loaded into various forms of RISC
that contain different Argonaute proteins (i.e., Ago 1e4 in human
cells), but the fractions of mature miRNAs that are loaded into
particular Ago-RISCs in vivo and their functional signiﬁcances are
unknown. More importantly, if the majority of mature miRNAs are
not associated with RISCs, what is the function of these RISC-free
mature miRNAs in vivo?
The models presented here (Fig. 4) suggest that mature miRNAs
may be generated from various pathways and may have distinct
functionalities and/or destinations. miRNAs are generated and load
into RISCs in model A, and non-functional miRNAs are produced in
model F. In contrast, the mature miRNAs generated in models B and
D are already bound to targets, whereasmaturemiRNAsmay ormay
not be generated in models C and E. The double-stranded pri-miR-
NA:target complexes generated in models BeE can be degraded
either by RNase III enzymes that producew22-nt small RNAs or by
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whethermiRNAs generated through different pathways are actually
loaded into different RISC complexes orhave differentmodiﬁcations.
The observed branches in the mature miRNA processing
pathway raise questions regarding the canonical miRNA biogenesis
model in vivo. Given the intricate connections among various spe-
cies of miRNA gene products, inhibition of miRNA processing
throughmodel A ormodel Emay increase the fraction of pri-miRNA
and pre-miRNAs available for gene regulation through models B, C,
D, and E. Moreover, recent studies showed that mature miRNAs
might be stabilized by the presence of target mRNA [75]. Thus, a
quantitative model is needed to dissect how various regulatory
events affect the processing and activities of pri-miRNA, pre-
miRNA, and mature miRNA. Quantitative models may be used to
discern how changes of target levels affect the stability of pri-
miRNA, pre-miRNA, and mature miRNA species in vivo. Distinct
outcomesmay be postulated depending on themodel of regulation.
For example, pri-miRNAs (model B and C) or pre-miRNAs (model D
and E) in the target complexes may have different stabilities from
those free pri-miRNAs (model A and F). Another intriguing possi-
bility is that unprocessed or partially processed pri-miRNAs may be
present and active in cytoplasm. A few primary miRNAs are found
in the cytoplasm [76], suggesting that there is a cytoplasmic
pathway for pri-miRNA processing or activity.
5.2. Target identiﬁcation using pri-miRNAs as baits
Assuming that pri-miRNAs directly bind target mRNAs (Fig. 4,
models B and C), it should be possible to identify target mRNAs by
using pri-miRNAs as bait. Such an approach should be feasible since
a target mRNA tagged with S1 aptamer, which binds to streptavidinFig. 8. Target identiﬁcation through pri-miRNA pull-down analyses. (A) Schematics depicting
have distinct hairpin loop sequences. (B) Schematics depicting a strategy to identify pri-mir
aptamer (i.e., S1-Tag) can be used to enrich pri-miRNA and mRNA complexes and their assoc
analyses, respectively. It is possible that pri-mir-181a-1 and pri-mir-181a-2 bind to partiallybeads,was successfully used to pull-down the target and pri-miRNA
complexes [2,3]. Therefore, one can tag a pri-miRNA of interests
with S1 or other afﬁnity tags, purify mRNAs associated with the
tagged pri-miRNAs, and then determine the identities of mRNAs
through RNA-seq analyses and proteins throughmass spectrometry
analyses (Fig. 8). This approach can be used to examinewhether the
pri-miRNAs producing identicalmaturemiRNAs, such asmir-181a-1
and mir-181a-2, recognize shared or non-overlapping target sets
(Fig. 8). Moreover, it would be of interest to compare target mRNAs
enriched by pri-miRNAs to those enriched by the corresponding
mature miRNAs via HIT-CLIP [77]. Such comparisons will help
determine whether pri-miRNAs and mature miRNAs recognize
shared or non-overlapping target sets, providing insight into the
relationships between pri-miRNA- and mature miRNA-mediated
target regulation. Finally, target sequences generated from such
analyses can be used to decipher sequence and structural elements
of pri-miRNAs important for pri-miRNA and target mRNA complex
formation. Such information may reveal principles underlying
target recognition that could be incorporated into computational
programs for target prediction to further improve these algorithms.
By analogy to bacterial antisense RNAs (Fig. 3), protein factors
are likely to play critical roles in facilitating the complex formation
between pri-miRNAs and their mRNAs. Moreover, different pri-
miRNAs may bind distinct protein complexes. The pri-miRNA
pull-down strategy described above may be employed to identify
protein factors associated with pri-miRNA:target complexes. Pro-
teomic analyses can be carried out identify the proteins associated
with pri-miRNA:target complexes, and their functions in pri-
miRNA-mediated repression can be dissected through gain-of-
and loss-of-function analyses. Intriguingly, we showed that pri-
let-7 and target complexes were found in the nucleus, suggestingpri-mir-181a-1 and pri-mir-181a-2, which produce identical mature miR-181a, but that
-181a-1 and pri-mir-181a-2 binding mRNAs and proteins. Pri-miRNAs tagged with RNA
iated proteins. RNAs and proteins can be identiﬁed by RNA-seq and mass spectrometry
overlapping sets of mRNAs and proteins.
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nucleus [2]. However, pri-let-7 and target complexes are also
observed in the cytoplasm [2], and the protein machinery involved
in the degradation of such complexes and the location of the
degradation remain unclear. Systematic analyses of protein factors
critical for pri-miRNA-mediated target regulation will shed light on
the mechanisms of repression by pri-miRNAs and will reveal the
differences between the mechanisms of repression by pri-miRNAs
and mature miRNAs.
5.3. Perspectives and concluding remarks
In summary, the proposed framework (Fig. 4) integrates the
functions of pri-/pre-miRNAs and mature miRNAs in target recog-
nition and repression and will open areas of experimental enquiry
and permit interpretations precluded by the canonical mature
miRNAmodel. There is no doubt that the discovery of miRNA genes
represents a major milestone in modern molecular biology, and
genetic analyses have revealed fascinating insights into the roles of
miRNA genes. However, there are still many unanswered questions
and controversies with regard to target recognition and mecha-
nisms of repression by the miRNA gene products. Not knowing the
exact contributions of mature and pri-/pre-miRNAs in target
recognition may be at the root of many controversies.
The problems with the mature miRNA assumption are easily
discerned by answering following questions: (1) Is there a pub-
lished study that established the mature miRNAs as the sole func-
tional species of miRNA gene products? (2) Can we generalize the
mature miRNA assumption from one example to all miRNA genes?
(3) Is it an intrinsic property of RNA molecules to form secondary
and tertiary structures? (4) Do examples from the RNA World
clearly illustrate that the regulatory information encoded in the
structured RNA molecules can be directly translated into activity
through interactions between structured RNA molecules? (5) Is
there any convincing evidence supporting that miRNA genes have
evolved to avoid utilizing the intrinsic properties of structured pri-/
pre-miRNA to interact with other RNAs? Although what we have
learned so far about mature miRNAs likely represents an important
facet of miRNA biology, it is important to be open-minded about
potentially diverse mechanisms through which pri- and/or pre-
miRNAs contribute to target recognition and repression. This
article represents a preliminary effort to conceptualize the
interesting processes that are controlled by pri- and/or pre-miRNAs
and the relationships of these processes with mature miRNAs. I
hope that the analyses will facilitate more inclusive analyses of the
mechanisms of action by the various RNAs produced from miRNA
genes.
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